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I.

Introduction

Madame Chair and members of the Committee, I am Mary Engle, Associate Director for
Advertising Practices at the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC” or “Commission”). I am pleased
to have this opportunity to provide information concerning the Commission’s efforts to combat
fraudulent and deceptive claims for weight-loss products.1
As has been reported for years, the United States is facing an obesity epidemic. More
than one-third of U.S. adults (34.9%) are obese.2 Combined with those who are overweight, the
percentage skyrockets to nearly 70%.3 Excess weight and obesity are major contributors to
chronic diseases and present a serious public health challenge – the medical costs of obesity
reached a staggering $147 billion in 2008, and the estimated annual medical costs of obese
persons are nearly $1,500 higher than for those of normal weight.4
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Last year, Americans were expected to spend $2.4 billion on weight-loss services,5 and
this figure is predicted to rise to $2.7 billion by 2018.6 Where there is strong consumer interest,
unfortunately fraud often follows. In our 2011 survey of consumer fraud, the FTC reported that
more consumers were victims of fraudulent weight-loss products than of any of the other specific
frauds covered by the survey.7
Scientists agree that the foundation of healthy, successful weight loss is to eat a healthful,
calorie-controlled diet and to increase physical activity.8 They also agree that even proven
medications for weight loss should only be prescribed as an adjunct to lifestyle changes in order
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help certain patients adhere more consistently to a lower calorie diet.9 Despite the continuing
boom in the weight-loss industry, there exists very little scientific evidence that pills or
supplements alone will cause sustained, meaningful weight loss. Moreover, the promise of fast
or easy weight loss without changes to diet and lifestyle is especially pernicious because it may
deter consumers from making the tough but necessary changes that are known to work.
Today I will provide an overview of the Commission’s multi-faceted program aimed at
combating fraud and deception in the weight-loss industry. I will first speak about the
Commission’s law enforcement program, then will explain our media outreach efforts, and
finally, will talk about the importance of consumer education.
You might be surprised to learn that the Commission filed its first weight-loss case back
in 1927; since then, we have filed hundreds of cases challenging false and unproven weight-loss
claims. As the Commission staff stated in its 2002 Weight Loss Report, there exists “a neverending quest for easy solutions.”10 The endless flood of unfounded claims being made in the
weight-loss industry vividly illustrates the challenges we, and consumers, are up against.
Why, then, with such a long history of enforcement in this area, does weight-loss fraud
persist? Unfortunately, there is no perfect answer. What we do know is that this is an area
where consumers looking for a solution are particularly vulnerable to fraud; that there is an
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enormous amount of money to be made in the diet industry; and that people intent on committing
fraud will gravitate toward where the money is.11 While we might never eliminate weight-loss
fraud, we will continue our efforts to pursue the perpetrators, to work with the media to help
prevent fraudulent ads from airing, and to educate consumers on avoiding weight-loss scams.
II.

The FTC’s Weight-Loss Fraud Prevention Program

In the past ten years, the Commission has brought 82 law enforcement actions
challenging false or unsubstantiated claims about the efficacy of a wide variety of weight-loss
products and services. Since 2010 alone, the Commission has collected nearly $107 million in
consumer restitution for deceptive weight-loss claims, and one weight-loss company paid a civil
penalty of $3.7 million for violations of a prior Commission order.12
Our recent cases highlight how the agency has focused its enforcement priorities on large
national advertising campaigns for a range of weight-loss products with unproven benefits.
“Operation Failed Resolution,” announced in January, targeted the newest weight-loss fads with
popular ingredients – food additives, human hormones, skin creams, and acai berries.13
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In our case against Sensa Products, consumers were catchily urged to “shake their Sensa”
and lose 30, 40, 90 pounds or more without dieting or exercise.14 We alleged that the
defendants’ powdered food additive, available in twelve flavors, was deceptively advertised to
enhance food’s smell and taste, making users feel full faster so they eat less and lose weight.
Our consent order required Sensa to pay $26.5 million in redress; this money will be returned to
consumers. The settlement also bars the defendants from making weight-loss claims about
dietary supplements, foods, or drugs unless they have well-controlled human clinical studies
supporting the claims, and it requires them to disclose any material connections with product
endorsers or anyone participating in or conducting a study of such products.
The FTC’s case against L’Occitane arose from that company’s marketing of the Almond
Beautiful Shape and Almond Shaping Delight creams, which it touted as having body slimming
capabilities that could trim inches in weeks.15 The Commission’s settlement with L’Occitane
bars the company from claiming that any product applied to the skin causes substantial weight or
fat loss or a substantial reduction in body size, and also requires well-controlled human clinical
studies for claims that drugs or cosmetics cause such results. L’Occitane paid $450,000 in
consumer redress as part of its settlement with the FTC.
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The Commission also filed a case against HCG Diet Direct in connection with its sale of
liquid homeopathic drops, which contain a diluted form of hCG, a hormone produced by the
human placenta.16 Users were told they could lose up to one pound a day by placing the drops
under their tongues before meals and adhering to a very low calorie diet. The Commission’s
consent order with HCG Diet Direct requires well-controlled human clinical studies; bars the
defendants from representing that a product is FDA-approved when it is not, and from failing to
disclose any material connections endorsers might have to the defendants; and imposes a $3.2
million judgment.17
The Commission currently remains in active litigation against a number of other
defendants hawking miracle weight-loss products.18
The Commission has noted several disturbing developments with respect to weight-loss
advertising. First is the reliance on proprietary studies using erroneous or fabricated data. In
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response to our requests for scientific substantiation, companies usually will submit write-ups of
human clinical studies, sometimes published in peer-reviewed journals. While these studies may
appear facially plausible, in a number of cases, we have discovered serious flaws, or worse,
outright fabrications once we obtain the underlying data.19 In the Sensa case for example, the
Commission alleged, among other irregularities, that Sensa’s purportedly randomized control
trial was not, in fact, randomized; that it included duplicate subjects; and that, on multiple
occasions, the research firm Sensa hired sent results to the corporate defendants before the test
subjects weighed-in. These flaws are not isolated to Sensa. In other cases, our examination of
the underlying data has revealed altered, incomplete, or falsely-reported data.20 It goes without
saying that these kinds of practices add a layer of complexity to the FTC’s weight-loss
investigations.
Another distressing trend is marketers taking advantage of weight-loss fad ingredients
that are propelled to popularity through exposure in mainstream media supported by trusted
spokespeople. For instance, within weeks of an April 2012 Dr. Oz Show touting green coffee
bean extract as a miracle fat burning pill that works for everyone, the marketers of the Pure
Green Coffee dietary supplement took to the Internet making overblown claims – like “lose
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were conducted by a chiropractor who was married to a senior vice president of marketing at
Skechers; that one of the studies included spouses and parents of its co-authors as test subjects;
and that some subjects who gained weight or increased their body fat percentage were reported
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twenty pounds in four weeks” and “lose twenty pounds and two to four inches of belly fat in two
to three months” – for their dietary supplement. The FTC investigated, and last month, filed
suit.21 The complaint alleges that the defendants deceptively promoted Pure Green Coffee
through their website featuring footage from The Dr. Oz Show, supposed consumer
endorsements, and purported clinical proof that dieters could lose weight rapidly without
changing their diet or exercise regimens. We also allege that the defendants made deceptive
claims on websites they set up to look like legitimate news sites and blogs, and on other “fake
news” sites run by affiliate marketers whom they paid to advertise the Pure Green Coffee
product. In all, the defendants are alleged to have sold more than 536,000 bottles of Pure Green
Coffee since May 2012.
III.

The Commission’s Media Screening Guidance on Weight-Loss Claims

When consumers see products and ingredients marketed in sophisticated ways on
respected media outlets and praised by people they trust, it can be difficult for them to listen to
their internal voices telling them to beware. That is why we have long sought the partnership of
the media to screen deceptive diet ads before they run. The FTC’s recently-issued “Gut Check”
reference guide advises media outlets on seven weight-loss claims that experts say simply cannot
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FTC v. NPB Advertising, Inc., No. 14-cv-01155-SDM-TGW (M.D. Fla., filed
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be true and that media outlets should think twice about running.22 FTC staff sent this guidance
document to major publishers, media outlets, trade associations, and broadcasters asking them
for their help in protecting consumers (and their own reputation for accuracy) by serving as a
front-line defense, halting false claims before they are published or aired – and before consumers
risk their money and perhaps even their health on a worthless product.23 This is not the first time
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The Gut Check guidance identifies the following seven false claims for dietary
supplements, herbal remedies, over-the-counter drugs, patches, creams, wraps, and similar
products:
(1)

causes weight loss of two pounds or more a week for a month or more
without dieting or exercise;

(2)

causes substantial weight loss no matter what or how much the consumer
eats;

(3)

causes permanent weight loss even after the consumer stops using the
product;

(4)

blocks the absorption of fat or calories to enable consumers to lose
substantial weight;

(5)

safely enables consumers to lose more than three pounds per week for
more than four weeks;

(6)

causes substantial weight loss for all users; or

(7)

causes substantial weight loss by wearing a product on the body or
rubbing it into the skin.

The guidance is not intended to apply to prescription drugs, meal replacement products, lowcalorie foods, surgery, hypnosis, special diets, or exercise equipment. See Gut Check: A
Reference Guide for Media on Spotting False Weight Loss Claims (Jan. 7, 2014), available at
http://www.business.ftc.gov/documents/0492-gut-check-reference-guide-media-spotting-falseweight-loss-claims.
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the FTC has issued such media advice,24 and it likely will not be the last. Media response to our
past initiatives has been positive and based on our experience, we expect that this effort will be
successful in keeping many facially false weight-loss claims out of mainstream media.25 As we
have in the past,26 we will follow up with media outlets (including television, print, and satellite
radio) engaged in a pattern of running problematic weight-loss ads.
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IV.

Consumer Education Initiatives

The FTC seeks to educate consumers as well. The best protection against weight-loss
fraud is a savvy consumer, so the Commission continually looks for new ways to reach
consumers with messages about how to avoid falling victim to a diet scam. We have issued a
number of consumer education brochures, articles, and blog posts that hammer home the
message that the only thing consumers will lose is money if they fall for ads promising dramatic
weight loss without diet or exercise.27 The Commission also has created teaser websites
designed to reach people who are surfing online for weight-loss products.28 And today, we are
launching a new consumer quiz – the FTC Weight Loss Challenge – to help consumers identify
weight-loss fraud. This interactive quiz is designed to help consumers think critically about
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weight-loss products and claims. Available in English and Spanish, the quiz separates fact from
fiction in ads for products touting fast weight loss without the need for diet and exercise.29
V.

Conclusion

I want to thank this Committee for focusing attention on weight-loss scams and for
giving the Federal Trade Commission an opportunity to describe its role. The Commission is
committed to continuing to use all the tools at its disposal to limit consumer injury from
deceptive weight-loss advertising. I would be happy to respond to any questions about our
weight-loss fraud prevention program.
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